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FROM HERE
DRAWINGS BY EDWIN SCHLOSSBERG
October 18 – November 15, 2014
FROM HERE is a series of forty-one drawings created by Edwin Schlossberg from 2011 to 2013. They are
based on photographs taken by the artist when looking out the window when traveling on a plane, as well as
drawings based on looking out the window of his New York studio. The drawings are paired with the artist’s
handwritten descriptions of his thoughts at the time of making the image.
With this new body of work, Schlossberg continues to investigate the relationship between text and imagery as
he moves from the particulars of perception to conceptual overviews.
***
Edwin Schlossberg has been represented by Ronald Feldman Fine Arts since 1978. Museums that have
exhibited his work include The Museum of Modern Art, the Corcoran Gallery of Art, the Rose Art Museum at
Brandeis University, the Grey Art Gallery at New York University, Cincinnati Art Museum, and Galerie Sho in
Tokyo. He is founder and principal designer of ESI Design (http://esidesign.com), a design firm that creates
technology-enabled interactive environments that build engagement for cultural and commercial clients. ESI
Designs include the Brooklyn Children’s Museum, the National Immigration History Museum at Ellis Island, the
Dream Cube for the Shanghai Corporate Pavilion at the 2010 World Expo, and the College Basketball
Experience. Schlossberg holds a Ph.D. in Science and Literature from Columbia University and is the author of
several books including Interactive Excellence: Defining and Developing New Standards for the Twenty-First
Century, Einstein and Beckett: A Record of an Imaginary Discussion, The Philosopher’s Game, and The Home
Computer Handbook.
***
A press kit with more information can be found at: http://bit.ly/1yiHpmr
There will be a reception for the artist on Saturday, October 18, from 6-8pm. Gallery hours are Tuesday through
Saturday, 10am-6pm. Monday by appointment. For more information, contact Casey Dorobek at (212) 226-3232
or casey@feldmangallery.com.

